Wiring an electric cooker diagram

Last Updated: November 26, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 14
references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has
been viewed 20, times. Learn more An electric cooker, or stove, is a handy but powerful kitchen
appliance. A standard one can have 4 burners and up to 2 ovens. Its utility means it runs on a
strong current, so you have to take some special precautions when setting one up. Speak with a
professional electrician if you have any doubts about the installation process. We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to
people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in
Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username
or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used
by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Have a separate amp
circuit installed by an electrician. An electric cooker needs plenty of electricity to heat up, so it
has to have its own powered circuit. If you already have an old cooker in place, then your home
has the electrical circuit needed for the new one. It is usually labeled. A double pole isolating
switch is basically a special type of light switch with a pair of toggles. Single isolating switches
deactivate only the live power wires, but since electric cookers use so much energy, the neutral
wires retain electricity and can shock you. If you have an old cooker, then your home probably
has the correct switch needed for the new one. It will help keep you safe. Find a clear spot for
the control unit used to wire the cooker to the wall. You are most likely going to place the new
cooker where the old one is in your home. Try to keep the cooker to the side of the control unit
instead of directly in front of it. It prevents heat from the cooker blasting directly onto the wires.
It has to be close to the control unit and switch. Turn off the electricity before attempting to
connect the cooker. Find the fuse box or circuit breaker in your home. It is often in an
out-of-the-way spot like the garage or basement. Once you find it, locate the switch controlling
power to the cooktop control circuit, which will most likely be labeled. Flip the switch to shut off
the power. It may also be outdoors, near the electrical meter, in some cases. Part 2 of While the
cooker is away from the wall, inspect its back side for a small box. The box is usually black and
located on the bottom right side of the machine. It may be covered by a screw-on panel you can
remove with a crosshead screwdriver. Turn the screws counterclockwise to remove the panel
and expose the wire terminals. You can lift it by sliding the screwdriver underneath its bottom
edge. Loosen the terminal screws inside the outlet box. These screws hold the electrical wires
in place. Use a crosshead screwdriver on the top right, bottom right, and middle left screws.
Turn them counterclockwise to loosen them. Loosen them enough to plug the wires into the
terminals. Your unit may also have a sticker on the back indicating how the terminals work.
Each wire is color-coded and plugs into a specific terminal in the outlet box. Look for a blue
neutral wire that fits into the upper right terminal. Then, slide the brown live wire into the
middle-left terminal and the yellow and green ground wire into the bottom-right terminal. If you
need a new one, make sure it is the right size. Try using a 2. The wiring color scheme may be
different depending on where you live. The ground wire often has no casing, but leaving it
exposed is dangerous. To protect it from shorting out or shocking you, purchase an electrical
wire sleeve. The sleeve is a piece of insulation, usually colored green and yellow, that fits
around the wire to insulate it. Tighten the screws to close the terminals and outlet box. Use a
crosshead screwdriver to turn the terminal screws clockwise, tightening them. If you see any,
open the case up and pack them neatly into the outlet box. If the wires are too long, you can
trim off the ends using pliers. Strip off the insulation using a wire stripping tool if you need to
expose more of the wire. Part 3 of Turn the isolator switches off to completely shut down the
electricity. Walk over to the switch and flip both toggles to the off position. Walk over to the
cooker control unit situated on the wall. Turn on a handheld digital multimeter after plugging in
its red and black leads. Press the tip of the black probe into the terminal for the ground wire,
then slot the red probe into the live wire slot. Working on a live outlet is very dangerous, so
always double-check it with a multimeter! Test the other terminals in the outlet by moving the
probes to them. A standard control unit has 3 terminals. Turn the screw on each terminal
counterclockwise to loosen and remove it. You will then see open slots to fit the power wires.
Look inside the control unit to see approximately 3 wires of different colors. To insert them, rest
the insulated part of each wire flat against the unit, then push the exposed ends into the open
slots. Use a screwdriver to tuck the ends in so they touch the exposed ends of the unit's wires.
It depends on the wire color scheme used in your country. Replace the terminal screws to

secure the power wires. Place a single screw on each terminal, then turn it clockwise until the
wires can no longer be pulled out of position. Make sure the wires look neat and contained
before you close the wall-mounted control unit back up. Bad wiring could potentially damage
your cooker or lead to other problems, so take your time with them before reactivating the
power. Have a certified electrician check your work for mistakes. To be absolutely sure the
wiring is correct and up to code, seek the opinion of a trained professional. Ask them to certify
the work. The electrician will give you a certificate stating that the work is in order. You can then
enjoy your new cooker without any concern of potential side effects. The certificate proves that
your home is safe and meets government regulations. Without it, you may not be eligible for
property insurance and have a hard time selling your home in the future. Getting a second
opinion is always useful when it comes to electrical work. Electrical work is delicate and
mistakes can have serious consequences. Include your email address to get a message when
this question is answered. If you have any doubt about getting the wiring done on your own,
contact a licensed electrician for help. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. When moving the cooker into
your kitchen, place a spare piece of vinyl underneath it to prevent it from scratching the floor. If
you already have an old cooker in place, use it to get a suitable replacement. The new cooker
often needs to be a particular size and style to fit in the spot left behind by the old cooker.
Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Take proper
safety precautions by testing for an electrical current and never working with live wires.
Incorrect wiring can short out your cooker or even lead to an electrical fire. Make absolutely
sure the wiring is correct before enabling the power. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More
References 5. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 3. Updated: November 26,
Categories: Kitchen Appliances. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 20,
times. Did this article help you? Yes No. Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our
site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Having trouble sleeping? An expert
reveals how to fall and stay asleep. Take the Course. X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! A popular attribute of modern kitchen is the built in hob and oven. In recent years,
more and more consumers have opted for electric models that are superior in performance to
gas analogs. Install household appliances will get their own. The main thing is to correctly
calculate the place for installation and take care of [â€¦]. The main thing is to correctly calculate
the place for installation and take care of high-quality wiring that can withstand high loads of
the power line. Before installing the oven or hob, special attention should be paid to the quality
of the wiring. It is necessary to take into account the key points:. The further actions installation of a surface in the prepared aperture and connection of technics to an electrolyte
according to the scheme. For reference. A detailed wiring diagram is shown on the back of the
hob electric hob, built-in. The schemes for commissioning kitchen panels and ovens in
multi-apartment buildings involve the use of a single phase - a V network. In the private sector,
sometimes it is advisable to equip a three-phase network - this connection redistributes the
load when several burners are in operation for 3 phases. At the first variant it is necessary to
select competently a socket and a plug. The thickness of the plate in kW corresponds to a
current of A. The plug must support wiring with a cross section of mm. Such a bundle is
applicable in single-, two- and three-phase networks. It is advisable to use the ready-made kit,
since a plug from one manufacturer may not be suitable for another. It is better to give
preference to white plastic models - they are better than black carbolite ones. Structurally, the
elements are no different, the order of the connection is the same. The connection through the
terminal is considered by many to be simpler and more reliable. On the plate of heat-resistant
plastic there are several pairs of contacts and screw fasteners. Wires are connected from two
opposite sides, observing the color marking. Terminal blocks are selected according to the
power of the appliance. The commissioning of the electrical panel through the terminal box
receptacle depends on the number of phases of the network. If a three-wire wire is laid, then a
1-phase connection scheme is used:. A five-core cable is used for a three-phase connection. In
this case, the terminals No. By the installation method, the built-in ovens are divided into
dependent and independent. Functionally, they are not different, but the installation technology
is somewhat different. Dependent models are supplied in one set with a hob. Work areas are
connected by wires, have a single control panel, which is usually located on the front of the
oven. Dependent cabinets are compact, which is especially true for small kitchens. However,
when buying, you should take into account that in the event of a failure of the control panel,
both devices will stop working. Independent they can be installed separately from the hob. Such
a device can be placed anywhere in the kitchen. Manufacturers of kitchen appliances have
developed a single standard that allows you to easily install the oven casing in the allotted

section of the headset. The main thing in the installation is to adjust the evenness of the oven
position. Minor misalignments can reduce the efficiency of heating. Alignment is performed by
adjusting the height of the legs, a building level is used for monitoring. To protect the device
from overheating and premature failure during installation, it is necessary to take into account a
number of nuances:. Connecting the oven via the extension cord is prohibited. It is necessary to
provide a separate outlet. After preparing the place and "fitting" the oven for the installation,
you can start connecting to the power supply. If the power of the cooker does not exceed 3.
Otherwise, you will have to pay more attention to the new wiring and the selection of the outlet.
The most common fault in the electrical panel is that the appliance does not heat up or one of
the burners is not working. In this case, the independent elimination of the failure is reduced to
the following actions:. Your email address will not be published. Instruments How to install and
connect an electric hob and oven 0 A popular attribute of modern kitchen is the built in hob and
oven. Contents 1 Requirements for wiring when connecting kitchen appliances 2 Installation
and commissioning of the hob 2. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Guidance on installing an electric cooker. How to wire the cooker using a double
pole switch and get your cooker connected safely. This project will apply to all kinds of electric
cookers, even for connecting range cookers. Don't want to do this job yourself? Let us help you
find a tradesman local to you. Warning: To complete electrical works you must comply with
Electrical Regulations â€” Click here for more information. Installing or fitting an electric cooker
must be done on its own circuit. An electric cooker cannot be spurred of any other circuit and
must be controlled by its own fuse at the consumer unit. For this reason, if this is a new
installation e. Please see our project on part P if you do not understand this. Connecting the
cooker cable to the mains supply is the last part of this project. When connecting a cooker or
working on any electrical circuit, the appropriate fuse in the fuse box or consumer unit should
be withdrawn or turned off before you do anything. You should also turn the power off at the
cooker control unit if it has a switch. This is the connection point that the cooker connects to
the mains supply â€” more on this below. As we have stated, an electric cooker must be on its
own circuit! For this to happen, a cable of the correct size runs from the consumer unit to a
cooker control unit more on this below and then another correctly sized cable runs to the
cooker. Due to the current the cooker itself needs to draw the cable is not run back to the
consumer unit as in a ring main circuit. So in answer, an electric cooker runs on a radial circuit.
As we have mentioned above, electric cookers draw huge amounts of current because of the
heat they need to produce for cooking etc. To cope with the demand for current required by the
cooker, a larger fuse or MCB is required as is thicker cable and a double pole isolating switch.
All electric cookers must be installed using a double pole switch! With a double pole switch the
connection to the live and the neutral is broken so there is no fear of any residual current
causing a shock when the switch is off. The cooker must be connected to a cooker control unit
as seen in the image below. It must be connected via the correct size cable that in turn, is
connected to the correct size fuse or MCB in your consumer unit or fuse box. The cooker
control unit fits into a standard patress box, just like a socket outlet or switch and may be flush
or surface mounted. Some cooker control units offer simple switching facilities but others
include a standard socket. If a 13amp socket is included in the cooker control unit, an additional
demand of 5 amps is placed on the circuit and your cable and switches must reflect this
increase. One point to note is that your electric cooker should be installed within 2 metres of the
cooker control unit, however due to the obvious heat generated by the cooker, it should never
be installed above it, it should be places slightly to the side. In answer, not quite, there are in
fact three main different types of electric cooker:. The main differences between each of the
cooker types listed above is how and where they are installed. As the name may suggest, this
type of cooker is essentially a self contained unit and normally features an oven at the base,
with three or four hobs above the oven. Freestanding cookers are normally around mm in width
and are installed in a standard unit-width gap between other kitchen units or at the end of a run
of units. One thing to note is that occasionally, freestanding cookers are secured to the walls
surface behind them via a chain. This is to prevent them from toppling over if they are pulled
forwards. This securing chain is a required safety device for gas freestanding cookers to
prevent the cooker itself from falling forwards and ripping the gas pipe off of the wall, but can
occasionally also be fitted to electric freestanding cookers. The built-in or eye-level electric
cooker is normally fitted inside a standard kitchen unit carcass at around mm from floor level,
hence the alternate name of an eye-level cooker. The height requirements are normally to allow
for a cupboard or set of pan drawers to be installed beneath it. Instead, separate gas or electric
powered hobs are installed in another location in the kitchen. As with build-in cookers, build
under cookers do not feature an integrated hobs. In most cases a separate gas or electric hob
unit is installed above the built under oven to give the appearance that they are a single unit

when in fact they are not. Regardless of the type of oven you are dealing with the actual process
and principles involved in fitting and connecting up an electric cooker should be pretty much
the same for each different type. In short, yes you probably do. Although the main body of the
oven or hob may run off of gas, there are other components that will still require electricity to
operate. Additionally, most modern ovens have some sort of timing function to enable the oven
to be turned off after a set cooking time. This will also probably need an electric supply to
operate. In the case of a gas-powered hob, you may think; how can this possibly need a supply
of electricity to work? In answer, the hob itself will be fully reliant on gas, but the igniter that
sparks to light the gas will in most cases need an electricity supply in order to generate a spark.
If you have read through the above in detail you should now be well aware of the rules of fitting
an electric cooker and whether you are allowed to do this. For the purposes of this project we
are going to be doing a like-for-like swap e. As stated above, the principles of removing the old
cooker and connecting the new one should be pretty much the same regardless of the type of
electric cooker you are dealing with. We also know that the electrics in the property are all in
good condition and fully working due to a recent upgrade from an old style fuse board to a new
consumer unit. As we have stated a fair few times already, but needs to be said again â€” before
we do anything at all, turn off the power! This means turning the power off at both the cooker
control unit and also isolating the circuit directly in the consumer unit or fuse box e. In this case
as we are working with a build under cooker, it will first need to be unscrewed so that it can be
pulled out. This should also be the case for a built-in oven. Firstly, if there is a plinth installed at
the base, pop your fingers up and under and pull this forwards to pull it off. It should simply be
clipped to the unit legs so should come off easily. This is just to get it out the way. Next, open
up both the bottom and top oven if there is one doors and down each side you should see a
screw head some where. These screws are what secures the cooker in place. With any and all
screws removed, pull the cooker gently forwards and it should start to pull out from the kitchen
unit carcass. Get some help to pull the old electric cooker all the way out, but just before it
comes all the way out, drop it down so that the front bottom edge rests on the floor. In this case
as there was a gas hob installed above the old cooker, the gas feed pipe for the hob needed to
be considered in terms of the new cooker. Fortunately, the new cooker was slightly shorter in
terms of depth than the old one, which meant that the slope was pushed forwards that bit more.
You will need to contact a Gas Safe registered engineer to move the pipe for you. Depending on
manufacturer and type of cooker this may vary, but essentially the cable will be connected to
some type of terminal. In this case it was behind a metal plate. We removed the screw holding
the plate in place to reveal the connection terminal behind it. Once the connection terminal had
been exposed, we could then go ahead and disconnect it. Using a screwdriver, we loosened the
live, neutral and earth terminals and then prised the cable free of the terminal. Things can get
pretty dirty behind cookers as they are rarely moved. Vacuum up and dust and debris and then
give everything a good clean using some suitable multisurface cleaner. Using a second pair of
hands to assist, gently lift the new cooker in to place and then gently slide it back into the
kitchen unit housing. If all is well and good, the new cooker should slide in fairly easily. If not
you will need to pull it back out and inspect it to find out why. Tip : To allow the new cooker to
slide in a little easier, squirt some furniture polish on the base and around the sides of the
interior of the kitchen unit carcass. In this case, once fitted we found that the new cooker was
5mm taller than the old one, meaning it did not slide under the worktop. To cure this, we pulled
it back out and then dropped the unit down just over 5mm by replacing some of the packers that
were in place under the unit feet. Now that we know that the new cooker will fit into the unit
recess as it should do, before we can actually fit it in place, the final job is to connect the
electrical supply cable to the terminal on the rear of the new cooker. In the case of our supply
cable, it was fairly old so was still using the old style wire colours as opposed to the new. As it
had been tested after the new consumer unit install a few months previous we knew this was
the case and could go ahead and connect it up. If however you are dealing with wires using the
new wire colour scheme, they are as follows more information on wire colours can be found in
our project here :. In most cases there will be some kind over cover over the terminals to protect
them and prevent shocks and anything from touching the live terminal. Remove this for now.
Just to make sure all was well, the power was then turned back on to make sure the cooker fired
up. Once confirmed, the power was once more turned off. Position the cooker with the rear
bottom edge resting on the base of the unit and then lift the front edge with help if needed and
slide it backwards into the unit carcass, applying some gentle pressure. Once in place, ensure
the sides of the cooker are flush with the edge of the carcass so that it can be screwed in place.
Once fixed properly in place, the last job is to remove any and all packaging from the front of
the electric cooker and also more importantly, anything from the inside. Once all gone, you can
then safely turn the power back on and fire it up to make sure it works as it should do.

Replacing and connecting up an electric cooker is a fairly simple job as long as everything is in
place to allow for a straight swap. If, however, there is an doubt, you should always get a
professional electrician in to do the work for you. All project content written and produced by
Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Apologies,
but we don't seem to have a video for this project yet, but we will do our best to get one up
soon. Find a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook Pin It Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. Before
you do go down the DIY install route, there are quite a few things to consider first. How Should
an Electric Cooker be Installed? What Type of Circuit does an Electric Cooker use? Cooker
Control Unit The cooker must be connected to a cooker control unit as seen in the image below.
Cooker control switch featuring a 13amp standard plug socket The cooker control unit fits into a
standard patress box, just like a socket outlet or switch and may be flush or surface mounted.
In answer, not quite, there are in fact three main different types of electric cooker: Freestanding
electric cookers Built-in electric cookers Built under electric cookers The main differences
between each of the cooker types listed above is how and where they are installed.
Freestanding Electric Cookers As the name may suggest, this type of cooker is essentially a
self contained unit and normally features an oven at the base, with three or four hobs above the
oven. Free standing electric cooker One thing to note is that occasionally, freestanding cookers
are secured to the walls surface behind them via a chain. Built-in Electric Cookers The built-in
or eye-level electric cooker is normally fitted inside a standard kitchen unit carcass at around
mm from floor level, hence the alternate name of an eye-level cooker. They are also available as
either single or double ovens. Built under electric double oven Regardless of the type of oven
you are dealing with the actual process and principles involved in fitting and connecting up an
electric cooker should be pretty much the same for each different type. These fans are more
often than not electrically powered. Wiring up an Electric Cooker If you have read through the
above in detail you should now be well aware of the rules of fitting an electric cooker and
whether you are allowed to do this. Turn off the Power! Power turned off at cooker control unit
Remove the old Electric Oven Before we can actually fir the new oven in place, the old one will
need to be removed. Removing each retaining screw to enable cooker removal With any and all
screws removed, pull the cooker gently forwards and it should start to pull out from the kitchen
unit carcass. There should be more than enough if the person who installed the old cooker did
this correctly. You will need to contact a Gas Safe registered engineer to move the pipe for you
Disconnect the Cable to the old Oven Before attempting this, just make sure again that the
power is totally off to the old cooker! Remove the terminal cover plate to reveal the connection
terminal Once the connection terminal had been exposed, we could then go ahead and
disconnect it. Position the new cooker in place to make sure that it fits In this case, once fitted
we found that the new cooker was 5mm taller than the old one, meaning it did not slide under
the worktop. If however you are in any doubt that it may not be, get it checked by a qualified
electrician. The protective cover was then refitted to hide and protect everything. Once fully in
place, screw in screws to the fixing points to hold the cooker securely Remove all Packaging
and Turn it on Once fixed properly in place, the last job is to remove any and all packaging from
the front of the electric cooker and also more importantly, anything from the inside. Before use,
make sure you remove any and all packaging from the cooker Replacing and connecting up an
electric cooker is a fairly simple job as long as everything is in place to allow for a straight
swap. New electric cooker successfully installed All project content written and produced by
Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Back to the
Top. Find a Reliable Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project yourself? We work with
the industries best to ensure that we recommend only reliable and trustworthy tradesmen. Let
DIY Doctor help you find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some Feedback! Was this page
useful:. First Name: required. Email Address: required. We read and respond to all feedback by
email. To allow us to do so you will be added to our email list, however you can unsubscribe at
any time using the links at the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our privacy policy.
Any DIY questions should be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter.
Follow us on YouTube. Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. You are probably reading
this article because you need advice right from the experts or spent a grip of money for what
seems like a simple wiring job. And while a professional electric cooker installation itself is not
an easy task to carry out yourself, there are legalities you should be aware of first before you
roll up your sleeves and plunge into the DIY territory. Let us start by saying that if your new
cooker model is more powerful than what you previously owned, chances are that you will need
to install a new circuit in order to power the appliance. However, cooker circuit installation can
only be done by a Part P certified electrician! With that said, if you are able to use your current
circuit and cooker control unit, then you are free to wire your new purchase, but you need to
know what you are doing as this procedure can be fatal if you are not careful. Even if you do

know what you are doing, you will still need to hire a qualified electrician to inspect your work
and issue you a Minor Electrical Installation Works Certificate. Failure to do so can void your
property insurance and you will have a harder time selling your home. Need a Handyman? Enter
your postcode to view our rates and availability in your area. For questions about the services
we offer visit our main site or you can always call us at If, after reading this, you still wish to
perform a DIY installation, proceed to the 6 steps below. Electric cookers require lots of power
to operate since they generate intense amounts of heat. Since you need a separate fuse for your
appliance, you will also need to fit your cooker on a separate circuit. This isolated system will
ensure that your cooking appliance is drawing sufficient amounts of power at all times and that
it is perfectly safe to work with. As mentioned earlier, cookers are power-hungry machines. But
what do these gadgets do, exactly? There is a reason for that. Single switches can only
de-energize the live wire, but cookers draw so much power that they can energise even the
neutral wire. Double pole switches, on the other hand, shut both wires off for complete safety.
Your appliance needs to be connected via a thick cable to the so-called cooker control unit.
However, make sure that your cooker is positioned within two metres of the unit, but never
directly below it to prevent a potential fire hazard situation. If your cooker control unit is a more
recent model, it will likely have neon lights installed on it. These will signify when the unit is
turned on and whether any current is flowing through it. If you just bought a new electric
cooker, you should have a cable included in the packaging. However, if that is not the case,
here are some general guidelines to help you pick the right one:. If you are still not certain what
is the right type and size of cable for your appliance, always make sure to read the official
manual and to consult a professional technician! So, before installing the cooker at your
desired location, free it from any materials that are even remotely flammable, such as wood,
wallpaper, overhanging boiler, etc. There should also be a gap of at least mm between your
appliance and any other items installed in your kitchen. The only exception is countertops â€”
everything else should remain at a respectable distance from your cooker. Here is what you
need to do to ensure a successful installation. If you followed all our instructions closely, you
are probably already cooking your favourite meals as we speak. As you can see, even minor
electrical jobs require lots of patience, research, and preparation, but it is doable if you work
with extreme care and with the right mindset. If, however, you had as much as a tiny grain of
doubt about any part of the cooker installation process, we urge you to hire a certified
professional to do the job for you. Curiosity Corner. Great article! This is a great how to for the
everyday DIY-er. I feel that most people are going to be turned away with having to deal with the
power considerations, but the reward after hard work is a great pay off. Frank Bull. A quick
research shows that you should be able to use a 6mm cable. Here you can find more info about
your appliance. If, as I did, you cross-thread one of the screws, how can I obtain another one?
All internet searches turn up nothing. Internet searches are not the best place to find advice for
your specific situation. This contradicts a basic principle of electrical theory which is taught at
GCSE-level. Most of us in the UK are on TN supplies, and so double pole switching is only
required at the main switch of the consumer unit. You can reach us on this number: Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. A prou
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